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Charged particle tracking i> eisentia] in order to inveatiiSgate the new physic* expected at the SSC. The Tracking Group
^studied radiatiDD damage and rate limitations to tracking derjvices, vertex detectors, and central tracking. The Group condeluded that lilicon strips and large wire tracking chambers with
Ismail cells can probably survive at the design luminosity of
t ^ l " o n ' s e e ; however, the presently designed electronics
=:for silicrs strip vertex detectors can withstand a luminosity of
' oDly 10 cm' tec' . Wire chambers at a radius of leu than
about 25 cm can withstand a luminosity of < 10" c m s e c
only. Actual tracking and pattern recognition in central tracking
chambers at a luminosity of J 0 c m ' tec' will be very diffi
cult because of multiple interactions within the resolving time of
the chambers; detailed simulations are needed is order to decide
whether tracking is indeed possible at this luminosity. Scintil
lating glass fibers are an interesting possibility both for vertex
detected and for central trackers, but much research and devel
opment is stiU needed both on the fibers themselves and on the
readout.
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(9) Momentum measurement;
(10) Invariant mass measurement;
(11) Energy-momentum matching for electron identification;
(12) Charge determination.
Whether is a magnetic or nonmagnetic detector, some type of
charged particle tracking will be needed in order to investigate
competently this exciting new physics.
SSC Environment
- 1

The design luminosity of the SSC is 10" e m see"' at an
energy of 40 TeV in the center of mass.' The inelastic cross
section is about 100 mb which gives 10* interactions per second
at the design luminosity. There are expected to be six charged
particles per unit of rapidity for minimum-bias events. The
design bunch spacing is 10 m which gives bunch crossings every
33 ns c/itb an avenge of 3 3 interactions per crossing at the
design luminosity.
Limitations to Tracking Devices

Physics Motivation
The major reason for building the SSC is to discover what
new particles, discussed elsewhere in these Proceedings, exist
in this energy regime. Some of the reasons why charged parti
cle tracking is important in studying this new physics are the
following:
(1) Detection of secondary vertices lo Dearth for new particles
which decay to known long-lived particles and to measure
the lifetimes of tbe new particles;
(2) Separation of multiple interactions within the same bunch
crossing;
(3) Track matching to calorimeter or muon detector elements;
(4) Photon and T ° rejection for electron identifib

Radiation damage and rate limitations impose severe con
straints on charged particle tracking detectors at the SSC, as de
scribed in a contribution to this Workshop byM. G. D. Gilchriese.
We will summarise some of these consJw:^tions here for com
pleteness.
The limitation on silicon otrip detectors is increased leak
age current after irradiation. Damage ba» been detected at the
level" of 10" - 10" particles/em'. Silicon strip detectors may
be able to be placed as close as — 2 cm from the beam for a life
time of one year at i luminosity of 1 0 c m ' ice" , although
more study and testing is needed. The situation with tbe elec
tronics for silicon strip detectors is, however, much more pes
simistic.
For reasons of space it Es best to integrate the readout
Sim
[eelronics with tbe silicon strips so that it is at the same diace from the beam as the strips. Presently planned electronics
this type (nMOS) is knows to fail at a level of ~ 10* rods
(] rod = 3,5 x I0 minimum ionising particles/cm') with power
on. Radiation-hardened MOS electronics may be able to sur
vive 10* rods, but even this is not sufficient for operation close
to tbe beam at 1 0 cm"' sec" .
u

VlSTEf.

(5) Charged particle multiplicity measurement; J
(0) Help is determining jet directions;

Determining whether particles go through calorimeter
cracks as a cross check;

(7) Identifying unusual event topologies;
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* Work supported in part by tbe Department of Energy, contract
DEVACOi-76SF00515.
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Radiation damage to wire chambers is quantified by the av
erage current drawn by a wire and by the deposited charge per
unit length of wire. The additional assumption made in order

Presented at the 1984 Summer Study on the Design and Utilisation of the
tj: '->i> :'ff r'i r-.'-f Suner Collider. Snow - C-.'™- '.-. .'I • V, - V i i ' a ' flNi
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to calculate limitation! on wire chambtn n i that 10* electron*
are collected per particle, which e*u.-apond> to a relatively low
gain of a few x ID.' A simple rate calculation leads to a current
of ~ 800 iiA/N„„ for a chamber covering a rapidity range lifl <
1.5, where N „ „ is the Dumber of wires, for l u " c m t e e ' lu
minosity. A current of 1 jut/wire may be possible before break
down. This leads, tor example, to a minimum radius of 25 em
for a chamber with S mm cell width (&5 nam drift distance).
Chamber lifetimes greater than 10'* electrona/mm have been
observed, depending on the gas. A chamber with S mm cells at
2$ em would collect 7 x 10'* electrons/mm In one year of oper
ation at a luminosity of 10" c m ' sec"' which should got be a
problem. Changes in gain for wire chambers have been observed
at the level of 10* particles/mm-jee due to space charge build
up. A 1-m-loDg chamber layer with 300 wires would have a flux
o( 0 x lfl partkles/ram-sec at a luminosity of 10 cm" sec"'.
- 3
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Electronics on the end of a vertex drift chamber close to the
beam would receive a radiation dose of » 2.5 x 10 rods per year
at a luminosity of 10" cm' see *, which would require some
care in design. A large centra) tracking chamber would receive
- COO rais per year at 10 cm"' see"', which is probably not
a limitation.
5
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Another limitation relevant for all types of tracking detectors
is occupancy- This is not a problem, however, for silicon strip
detectors because of their high segmentation (~ 35 fun strip
width). The problem lor wire chambers is severe. A S mm
cell has a resolving time of SO ns for a typical drift velocity
of SO /tm/ns. During that time it it sensitive to two bunch
crossings with an average of 6.0 interactions at a luminosity of
10 cm" $tc~'. The occupancy for such a cell at 55 cm radius
is therefore 3b% for a minimum-bias svint.
M

2

Backgrounds from beam-gas interactions and beam losses
are estimated to be much less than those from collisions at
10" cm'
tec .
1
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high luminosities needed to investigate TeV physics a number off
problems arise that make it advantageous to keep the detector*
at large radii.
In order for a vertex detector to function as a useful device
at the SSC it must satisfy certain criteria:
(1) It must be sufficiently radiation resistant to survive the
environment near so interaction point.
(2) It mutt hive high enough segmentation to assure a low
occupancy rate for pattern recognition at the design lumi
nosity.
(3) ft must respond fast enough that events do not pile up on
each other and cause confusion.
(4} It should be this enough (a few per cent of an interaction
length) thai secondary interactions do not cause confusion.
(5) It should have good spatial resolution.
With present technology all devices considered — drift cham
bers, silicon strips, and scintillatiog glass fibers — encounter
problems with at least one of these criteria at a luminosity of
1 0 e m ' s e c ' . The accompanying chart (Fig. 1) shows the
radius at which detector materials can be placed and survive
radiation damage under various operating conditions. The al
lowed radius is approximately independent of the z-coordinate
(distance along the beam direction) Since it is very desirable
for a large system to have electronics mounted on the silicon
strips, the innermost layer for such a detector must be at least
14 cm away, even for radiation-hardened electronics, to assure
one year survival. Wire chambers are limited to the tame radius
due to radiation damage to electronics placed on the chamber.
There were reports that we could not verify of miliary elec
tronics which will withstand a factor of 3 - 10 more radiation
than hardened electronics. These should be investigated since
the electronics is the most radiation-sensitive element in most
systems.
M
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Vertex Detectors
The primary purpose of a vertex detector is the observation
of short- lived particles by their decay vertices. The technique is
particularly applicable to the h<- .• Aaron (bottom and charm
as well as lop quarks via • decay) plus the r leptou- It might
also find use in identifying heavier quarks or other exotics. A
tecond use at high luminosity could be In matching tracks with
events when there are multiple events within the resolution time
of the main detector. The good time and position resolution
characteristic of most vertex detector designs could be helpful in
this matching. A third possible application is to make use of the
very high resolution inherent in some vertex detector techniques
to make a very compact high-momentum-resolution device to
supplement or replace the central tracking chamber.
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Vertex detectors are becoming relatively common in collid
ing beam experiments. For precision in reconstructing vertices
a general design aim is to start the active region of the detector
as close to the beam as passible since there is a limit to the
precision of reconstruction set by multiple scattering in the in
nermost layer. However, 7cr can be a number of centimeters at
TeV energies for the heavy quarks so that detector elements can
not be too close. At a 5 em radius a 10 CeV/c particle traversing
J% of a radiation length of silicon acquires an impact parame
ter uncertainty of - B um due to multiple scattering compared
with ci for a b decay of ». 400pm and attainable detector reso
lutions (silicon strips) of ~ 6 nm. Unfortunately, because of the
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Fig. 1 Minlnum component radii for radiation dam
age at luminosities of 10" and 10"
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Scintillating glut fiber* i n discussed la * contribution to
tbil Workshop by R. Rutbli, Plans for a glass fiber system
mutt be speculative at present. There may be problems with
radiation resistance and tb* decay timet of tbe tight from the
fibers and phoephsn could pot* a problem under criterion (3).
Tbe thicksets of glass required depends on tbe light collection
efficiency and bai yet to be determined for a realistic system.
Conditions (8) end (S) ebould be easily satisfied.
1

Win chamber* have gnat difficulty with criterion (J) at
imaH radii because of the reoulred clote wire spacing. Condition
(I) limit* wire dumber us* to tbe tame minimum radius at
•ilicoa strips due to radiation damage to electronic! placed on
Ibe chamber. Particularly u the gat gain will have to be held
low, tbe spatial retotutioa will alee- be much inferior to that
obtainable from aiScoo or gtaw fiber*.
Faced with a hierarchy of technical uncertaintie* and pottibk technical advance*, for lb* palpate of tbi* report, we de
cided to look in tome detail at a coneervative design, in which
we assume a luminosity of 1 0 em* * « " ' and a rapidity range
- I , ! < | c I.S. A* teintillatiag fiber* are i t «a early ttage
of development we mt silicon atript anticipating technology by
assuming electronic* to witbttand 10 rod* integrated with tbe
strip* and ttrip* 10 to SO cm long. We chose silicon strips over
drift chambers because of tbeir inherently better tpatial resolu
tion. In the final part of our report we indicate Ibe R li D work
that mutt be done before higher luminosity detecton become a
possibility.
M
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At a luminosity of 10 ' em" t e c there it an average of one
interaction every 3 bunch trolling!, Thui, except for statistical
fluctuations, criterion {3} It easily satisfied. Radiation damage
is reduced to the point where silicon strips can be placed rela
tively clote to the beam and strip occupancy it negligible. The
complexity of the resulting system and the requirement for a
email interaction length (criterion (4)) suggests a limit of 3 or
* layer* of detector. Such a number does not, however, pro
vide enough redundancy for patten recognition. Rather than
depend on the main tracking chamber we prefer to supplement
Ibe high-resolution silicon with a vertex wire chamber to achieve
tbe needed redundancy.
On tbe average there will be 10 charged particles per event
between - t - S < » < 1,$. Tbe inner radius of the wire chamber
bat 10 cm, consistent with* four year £fe for the hardened elec
tronic* on each wire. For a 6% occupancy tbe chamber would
have 300 cells/layer whkb meant each cell would be 1 mm wide.
Twenty layers of cells, making a total 10* in all, should be suf
ficient for pattern recognition since this chamber is meant to
supplement the main tracker. For a bunch separation of 33 m
it it worthwhile maintaining the 2 mm cell dimension through
out tbe chamber at track* from the previou* crossing will have
been swept away. Assuming a retention of 100 fan wire, with
np to tO layer* this chamber could alto be a useful backup if the
silicon system should start to fall.
At an example o a complete vertex chamber see Fig. J.
Three layers of silicon strips each with a pitch of 25 /im are
placed at 3, 6 and 0 cm. Tots* are closer to tbe beam tban
necessary for vertex reconstruction of high momentum tracks
mainly to reduce the number of strip* tod tbe consequent read
out problems. Even to, the total length of the outer cylinder is
" SO em and we would propose to split this with separate read
out from the two ends; with this assumption the total number

of strip* to be readout would be •» ¥0,000. Tbe drift chamber
extendi from 10 to 20 em in ndiut and il - 1 m long.
-i.5«yei.s
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Fig. 2 An example of a complete vertex detector system for use
at a tnminoeity of 10** «n»~* etc"' or lest.
We do not discuss tbe s-coordinate. On* approach, possi
ble at 10" c m * tec" , would be to concentrate al! tbe effort*
in the *-y plane aad rely on the main tracking chamber for s
information. Otherwise, ttereo silicon strip* or vertex chamber
wires would have to be considered.
-
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Tbe electronics to read out tbe strips would contain one
amplifier feeding a shift register on etch ttrip. The register*
would be advanced at each crossing to that successive inter
actions would not be superimposed. The registers would have
to have enough place* to store an event until the trigger was
formed. The individual strips would then be read out serially
in conveaient-sised blocks so that only about 1000 cables would
be needed for connection to the outtide world. The electron
ics, while basically simple, would dissipate several kilowatts of
power and tome meant of cooling would have to be provided.
Abo, tbe sheer volume of circuitry would require large-scale in
tegration. A possible alternative would be an LED light fiber
system to pipe the signals out and reduce tbe electronics on the
silicon strips.
Not enough it known to make better than ballpark guesses
at the cost of such a system but * 5 x 10* 1» probably not un
reasonable. Such a device could operate in a detector with or
without a magnetic field. It hi small enough that it could be
surrounded by a mam tracking chamber or transition radiation
detector aad still aOow a compact calorimeter design.
Central Tracking
Some form of central tracking is needed in any type of
general-purpose detector in order to examine carefully tbe new
physics expected at tbe SSC. Central tracking systems are asamned to cover the rapidity range ky| £ l.S. Much interesting
phytic* to expected to occur in Ibis rapidity range, including
the production of the heaviest new particles. Current technol
ogy dictates that a central tracking system be based on wire
chambers, specifically drift chamber*, of some type. Newer tech
nologic* under development may lead to other types of esntral
trackers. For drift chambers, small cells (S »' mm drift distance)
are needed because of rates, radiation damage, resolving time,
and occupancy, as discussed in the Introduction and in R*l. 2.
Carefully executed small-cell designs should be a<-'e to survive
at a luminosity of 1 0 cm"' t e e .
s1
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Pattern Recognition
s

1

Central tracking at a luminosity of 10 ' c m ' «ec~' must
deal with the problems of bieb interaction rata. For a drift dis
tinct of ( mm, the resolving time of a drift chamber it 100 ns
for a typical drift velocity of SO jim/n*. At 10 m bunch spacing,
bunch crossings occur every 33 n j and there are an average of 3.3
interaction! per bunch crossing. Thus there are 10 interactions
during the resolving time for a 5 mm drift. These multiple inter
action*, both in the taate and different bunch crossing*, pose a
very difficult pattern recognition problem. Tb> process of link
ing drift chamber bits to form track* and associating the tracks
with interaction* it what we refer to a* pattern recognition.
Staggered or tilted Jet cells, as shown to Fig. 3, may help
to separate tracks from different bunch crossings. (Tilted jet
cells a n an advantage in large magnetic fields because of the
large Loreate angle; both staggered cells and tilled jet cells re
solve left-right ambiguities.) Tracks from earlier or later buncii
crossings than the triggering event suffer displacements as tbey
cross cell boundaries in the case of staggered cells or as they
cross sense-wire planes in the case of tilted jet cells. These
track* can, In principle, be eliminated from the event of inter
est, provided that they can be clearly identified. However, if
such a track occurs in the same cell as one from tbe event of
interest, one must deal with the further complication *f double
hit resolution, which is typically 3-4 mm. The pattern recog
nition problems caused by tracks from different bunch crossings
are further discussed by G. B. Trilling* in a contribution to this
Workshop. The resolving time [or a given drift distance may W
reduced by using a fast gas, but this would worsen the double bit
resolution, Another implication of the resolving time problem
is that one is restricted to small cells even at large radii.
xx x x «x
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momentum. Of the methods for wires running In tbe * direction,
small angle stereo gives the best a resolution, typically a few
mm. However, reconstruction errors can give large errors in tbe
measured * coordinate at tbe beam axis, at discussed In Ref. 6.
Charge division in the best cases gives • coordinate resolution
~ 1% of the length of the wire. At the SSC this resolution
would be worse because the chambers would need to run at low
gain. Segmented cathode strips running aximutbally can give a
spatial resolution of I mm for isolated tracks and could be used
as an aid to pattern recognition in conjunction with small angle
stereo. It is probably better to have bunch crossing* every 10 ns
rather than the 33 tu of the Reference Design Report with am
average of one interaction per bunch crossing; this would g i n
additional timing information to separate multiple interactions.
7
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On a somewhat more encouraging note, a study done for
this Group by H. Williams indicates that tracking within jets
may be possible. He ran a Monte Carlo simulation of tT jets at
p = soo GeV/c at 80* to the beam direction in the CDF drift
chamber. The decay mechanism for (-meson* was t -» «• e t>.
The maximum drift distance in this chamber is 3 cm, much
larger than would be possible at the SSC; however, Ibe effect of
this should be negligible if the double hit resolution is tbe same.
The CDF chamber haa 84 layers. The mechialsm for loss of hits
for a track it the 3.5 mm double hit resolution - if two tracks in
a cell are closer than this distance, then only the hit from the
clowst track is recorded. Tracks were cot actually reconstructed,
but one can obtain a rough estimate of reconstruction efficiency
by measuring the number of hits per track. The events had
~ 500 particles each, Including photons.
T

Figure 4 shows tbe distribution of number of hits for all
charged tracks within the active area of the chamber. (Some
tracks have more than 64 bits because they have low momentum
and spiral around in tbe chamber.) For all tracks, tbe mean
number of hits is 65. The distributions are alto shown for the
high-momentum tracks in the core of the jet (py > 5 GeV/c)
and for electron* with py > S GeV/c. The bigh-UKmentuni
tracks have fewer hits with a mean of SI. The high momentum
electrons have a larger mean of 61 because they have a larger
transverse momentum to the jet direction. One cannot estimate
the tracking efficiency precisely without a tracking algorithm,
but one can guess that a track with half tbe total possible hits
available might be reeoE-'ructible. Using this criterion, 85% of
an tracks, 6 9 « of tracks will- pr > S OeV/c, and 83*4 of the
electron* with »r > * GeV/c could be reconstructed. In this
rtudy the drift chamber contained track* from only one event;
tbe effect of multiple interactions within the chamber remains
to be studied.

In Time
Out oi Time

to)

In Time

Fig. 3 (a) Staggered or (b) tilled jet cells,
allowing displacement of out>of-time tracks
from bunch crossings earlier or later than
the triggering event.
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Centra) tracking at a luminosity of tO* tm~* « « " ' , with
an average of one interaction within tbe resolving time of the
chamber, is probably not too difficult a problem. Simulations
would be needed for any specific design lo optimise track recon
struction efficiency, Experience will be available from tracking
in Ibe CDF chamber at the Fenuilab Tevatron Collider, for ex
ample. Track reconstruction al 10" c m sec" is another mat
ter: mucA dttatttt iirnvfalion of fractiinj and pal fern rccoom'bvn
mujl oe done ia determine vktiktr irocaia* u really poisiefe in
Mi's multiple interaction environment.

Event! from the same bunch crossing can be separated only
by finding different vertex positions along tbe beam direction (r
coordinate). The design luminous region ha* e>, = 7 em. For
chamben with wire* running parallel Is the beam direction, the
x coordinate can be measured in three ways: imatl-ang'e stereo
wires, charge division, and cathode strips tunning asim itbally.
Another solution Is to have the wires running aiimutbaUy so that
the drift is In the * direction; this method would give tbe best
resolution In the * coordinate but is not suitable for measuring
1
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operate at high pressure In order to improve in* spatial resolu
tion, fiowerer, m a large centi^ tracking tjratem the momentum
icaomlian may be determined more by the geometrical accuracy
of wjre positioning: than by the sjogle-irire spatial resolution.
Tb take advantage of 100 jtm spatial reselation the systematica
wouM have to be veiy well controlled. A 1.ST superconducting
solenoid magnet can be built using current technology^ the CDF
mas^et.fctfexampta, baa a 1.ST magnetic Geld. One might con
sider a larger magnetic field, perhaps 9.0 T, although tracking
in such a high magnetic field may be difficult. One of the major
objections to momentum measurement in a central tracker at the
SSC is the large tracking length needed for adequate momentum
resolution at such high momentum. A cylindrical drift chamber
of the type familiar in eoltiding-beam detectors would have in
ner radius of 0.S m, outer radius of 2.S m, and length of 10.6 m
to cover a rapidity range « < |I.S|. This is a very large cham
ber! Problems of electrostatic stability would probably impose
severe constraints on wire length, particularly for closely-spaced
wires. Some meant of mechanical support for the wires would
be needed, u addition, other detector components must start
at radii larger than S.5 m.
Electronics

€5
91
61

160 ISO
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The density of signals from a drift chamber would be quite
high because of the small cell requirement. In addition, the
large number of channels, ~ 10 tease wires, would necessitate
cost-saving measures. Tie signal density might be handled by
the conventional means of hybrid or integrated circuit pream
plifiers followed by a cable or twisted-pair line for each signal!
a multiplexed readout scheme using local storage of time and
puln-beight information would be preferred hut would require
much more development. Problems of power dissipation by 10
preimps on the chamber (many kilowatts) would have to be
solved.

Tig. * Distribution ef Dumber of bite for charged
track* io CDF drift chamber simulation for 500
GrV/c If jela.

s

Momentum Measurement
There seems to be DO clear consensus at to whether mo
mentum measurement in the central tracking system ie really
seeded at the SSC. Some of the functions of tracking, listed in
the Introduction, can obviously be performed without momen
tum analysis. A nonmagnetic tracking system can be made more
compact so that detector element* outside the central tracker,
•ucb n calorimeters and BUIOD detection systems, can be made
•mailer and cheaper. However, the difference in coal for total de
tectors turns out to be not very great (see the Summary Report
of tbc <r Detector Group*).

s

Fast multihit timing measurement would be required. The
LeCroy 1879 TDC, based on a ISO MBs silicen-on-eapphire
shift register, with i l m time resolution, would be suitable,
but the cost would be high. A double hit resolution of 3 - 4 mm
can be achieved with a discriminator and TDC; 2 mm might be
achieved with Flash ADC* or fast analog storage devices. Mea
surement of dEjtt en some channels might be useful is order
to detect overlapping tracks; dE/ds for particle identification
would not be useful In this energy range.

OD the other band, when first studying physic* in a new en
ergy region, it wonM seem that one should have aa complete a
detects a» possible to search for and identify unexpected new
phenomena. Momentum measurement ta needed to make op
tima) use of vertex detector*, to help in determining invariant
masses, to make momentum cut* which are often needed in anal
yses, to determine the sign of particle charges, and to aid in
muon and electron identification.

The cost of electronics will dominate the cost of a drift cham
ber system.
Examples of Central Trackers

Momentum resolution is determined by the following wellknown relation:

Several different approaches to solving some of the problems
mentioned earlier in this Section were discussed. The following
examples of central tracking systems were developed in collabo
ration with the 4v Detector Croup*

where o> is the spatial resolution, B it the magnetic field, I is the
track length, and Wis the number of measurement*. For exam
ple, for 200pm spatial resohitiop,1 .STetla magnetic SeM, Z - m
track length, and 100 measurements, the momentum resolution
wc*M be 30% feral TeVpartkk, which would allow charge determiBatioD- The actual momentum resolution obtained would
depend, for example, on consiraiata on the origin of the track.
Spatial resolution* of ~ 100 pm can probably be obtained,
particularly with a small drift cell. The drift chamber might also

D l Detector. The D l Detettoe fnamed in analogy to the DO
Detector) is a nonmagnetic detector. The central tracking sys
tem of the D l Detector it shown in Fig. f and consists of 4
groups of S layers each of drift chamber* interspersed with tran
sition radiation detector*. The drift chamber* have asimutbal
s e n e wires at S mm spacing. The system it arranged in octants
uimuthally. The drift is along the beam direction to obtain the
best resolution in thai direction in order to separate multiple
interactions. The central traeWnj, system la compact, located
within 1.2 m from the beam axis. The occupancy is typically

5

are alternately axial and small-angle stereo. The innermost jet
cell layer would have an occupancy of 20% *t a luminosity of
10" c m - sec' for minimum-bias events. This may be too
high- However, the pattern-recognition capabilities of jet -.>lk>,
because of their ability to contain track segments, is degraded for
narrow tilted celb because tracks from the center or the cham
ber cross at angles; ID fact, 6 mm may already be too narrow.
Tilted jet cells, as opposed to radial jet cells, were chosen be
cause of the high magnetic field. Modules 3 and 4 cover only
|y[ < I because we limited (be total length to 6 tn for reasons
of mechanical practicality and electrostatic stability. Even so,
central mechanical support of such closely-spaced wires would
probably be required. The outer radius of Module 4 is 2.5 m.

4*S. with a maximum of SB, for minlmum-biai events at a lu
minosity of 10« e m ' »«"'• The sense wires must be read out
from the spaces between the octants, so some dead space would
be required. There are forward-backward tracking chambers
(not shown) which extend the tracking coverage, to the rapidity
range \y\ & i. The total number of sense wires is 1.8 x 10*.
-
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Fig. 5 D I central tracking system.

SCD Detector, The Super Collider Conventional Detector
(SCD) is a magnetic detector based on conventional technology.
The tracking system is located inside a large 1.5 7" superconduct
ing solenoid. The goal of Ibis central tracker was to determine
the sign of the charge of a 1 TeV particle, so the momentum res
olution is estimated to be »>/p = 3 « 10"'p (GeV/c). A brute
force approach was used to design the central tracking system.
Smali cells were used to solve the problems of radiation damage,
rates, resolving time, and occupancy.

Fig. 6 SCD central tracking system.
The inner and outer portions of Module 3 consist of 8 layers
of staggered small cells, similar to Module 1, except that the
drift distance is 2 mm instead of I mm. These should be useful
to help with pattern recognition because their resolving time is
less than for the jet cells, » their occupancy is lower. Making
all of the layers small cells is probably impractical because of
the increased number of sense wires. The total number of sense
wires in the central tracker as described is 1.7 X 10 .

The central tracking system design evolved from the targe
cylindrical drift chambers in common use in cotliding-beam ex
periments. Because of the large number of sense wires and me
chanical problems due to the large Bite, a modular design was
thought to be more practical. The SCD central tracking sys
tem, shown in Tig. 6, consists of four cylindrical modules. Each
module is self-supporting and contains its own gas volume. The
inner and outer cylindrical walls of each module are made of
plastic hexcetl between aluminum or graphite-epemy sheets or
a foam graphite-epoxy laminate! the amount of material in the
walls would hopefully be less than 155 of a radiation length, pec
module.

s

The central tracking system provides 112 measurements for
each track which traverses the full radial extent of the system.
Half the wires a n axial and half arc small-angle stereo, as rec
ommended in Ref. 6. Additional aid in measurement of the
z-coordinate Is provided by segmented eatliode strips at the
edges of small-cell layers. A spatial resolution cf J00 ton was
assumed in calculating the cjuoted momentum resolution. One
needs to worry about alignment of the four modules. Systematic
effects in mechanical location of the wires will prebaMy domi
nate in such a large system, so as intrinsic drift chamber spatial
resolution of 100 Jim would probably be too optimistic to use in
calculating the momentum resolution.

Module t contains 34 layers of staggered small cells with 1
mm drift distance. The innermost layer of wires is located at SO
cm i.idiua and has an occupancy of 4ft for minimum-bias events
at a luminosity of 1 0 em"' see" . Each pair of staggered sense
wire layers is alternately parallel to the beam direction (axial)
or at a small stereo angle. Module I covers |pj «" 1.6.
M

1

Both staggered small cells and tilled jet cells were used in
an attempt to optimise pattern recognition. The detrls of the
design might well change after a full Monle Carlo simulation is
carried out. However, the ideas used here would probably be
the basic ingredients of a conventional drift chamber design for
a central tracking system.

Module 2, the central part of Module 3, and Module 4 con
tain tilted jet cells with S mm drift. Each module contains 3
layers ef jet cells, each with 8 sense wires. The layers of jet cells
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SciFiD Detector. The Scintillating Fiber Detector (SciFiD)
it a magnetic detector with a central tracking system made of
scintillating glass fiber*. The magnet it a l.S T solenoid, as in the
SCP. The very good apatiaJ resolution (10 jim) of acinlillating
glass fiber* ia used to obtain (be same momentum resolution
within a much inuller tracking volume. Scintillating glass fibers
have been reported to withfland a radiation dote of 10* Tad.
Occupancy i» not a problem because of the fine segmentation.
The SciFiD central tracker is shown in Fig. 7. Cylindrical
layer* of 10 urn scintillating glass fibers are placed at 10,30,60,
and 90 em radius from the beam axis. The layer - t 10 o n has 2
mm thickness (0.02 radiation lengths) of fibers running parallel
to the beam direction; it also serves as a vertex detector. The
layers at 30 and €0 cm are each made up of four 2-mm-thick
layers, two of whicl are stereo and two of which are axial. The
layer at 90 cm is a 1.6-radiation-lengtb-thJck microeonverter.
Transition radiation detectors are placed between the layers at
30 cm and 60 rrn and between the layers at 60 cm and 00 cm.
The central tracker covers |JI] < 15
1

jr-i.5

2mm

| — ; T

Ve'ie* Detects
"z <mij, 0.02 X

1

(2) Silicon Strips — Radiation damage to silicon strip de
tectors should be studied. Efforts should be made to increase the
maximum length of the strips. Methods for precisely positioning
the strips should be developed.

0

0

33

(1) Drift Chambent — Limitation* to chamber lifetimes and
operating currents should be studied. These are dependent on
the gases used; perhar>. gases can be found which will enable
chambers to operatv at higher currents or collect more charge
without degrading spatial resolution or double bit resolution.
Operation with very small cells should be studied Fast gases
may decrease the resolving time of drift chambers for fixed drift
distances. R & D efforts to solve the mechanical problems asso
ciated with very large drift chambers are needed.

1.6 X MicroConverlE'
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Research and Development Recommendations
Considerable research and development will be needed be
fore trucking detectors for the SSC at a luminosity of I 0 cm"
tec~' can be built. While much of this will occur naturally
be connection with present or planned experiments at existing
accelerators, operation at the SSC highlights particular prob
lems deserving of special study. These a n centered around the
problems of component lifetimes in a high-radiation environ
ment, the need for techniques to handle the very large number
of electronic channels foreseen, and the dilSculties arising from
the short lime interval, lew than 33 ns, between bunch cross
ings. There are several areas that could benefit greatly from a
directed research effort. We itemise these as follows:

(3) Electronics — Development of radiation-hardened elec
tronics is crucial to the operation of any vertex detector at the
SSC at a luminosity of 10" cm"' s e e . Present electronics
limits the use of silicon strip detectors close to the beam to
luminosities of 10 * cm~* sec" or less. Continued work on in
tegrated readout circuits for silicon strip detectors is needed.
Design of electronics for both drift chambers and silicon strip
detectors to minimize power consumption, cost), and volume
would be worthwhile. Integrated, fast muhinjt electronics for
drift chambers is also needed.

0

-1
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7 SciFiD central tracking system.
The spatial resolution is expected to be 10 pm. The doublehit resolution is estimated to be 50 |im. The number of hits
per track it 210. The tracking algorithm proposed is to find
short track segments in each detector layer and then to link the
track segment!. The rather large amount of material may pose
problems for tracking because of multiple scattering and con
version of photons. The momentum resolution is calculated to
be c,/p = 2.S x lO'^plGeV/c] plus 1.6 % due to multiple scat
tering. The impact parameter resolution is expected to be less
than 2D /jm at the origin for momenta greater than 10 CeV/c.

1

(<) Scintillating Glau Fibers — The understanding and use
of scintillating glass fibers hac barely begun. Research on the
fibers themselves, in particular, the light output and attenua
tion, the radiation hardness., and the manufacturing problems
to be overcome in attaining the required geometrical precision.
is needed. R & D on the production of long (~ 30 m) imagepreserving fiber bundles and on the implementation of a readout
system to handle the information should be pursued. Success
in these efforts coult, lead to a real breakthrough by making
available a bigb-retoIutioD system with as enormous number of
channels at a reasonable price.

The fibers are read out through pbotodiodes which provide
gain and shift the blue light to red. The light is transmitted
over glass fiber bundles to gated image intensifiera, which are
read out by liquid-nitrogen-cooled CCD'e.
This novel solution to central tracking is very attractive;
however, scintillating glass fibers are in a very early stage of
development and so far have been used only in very limited
detectors. There are many problem! to solve. The radiation
hardness needs to be verified for the fibers as well as for the
readout system. To take advantage of the small spatial resolu
tion, the fibers must be very precisely aligned, positioned, and
calibrated. The decay constant for the fibers and the phosphors
is the pbotodiodes it rather long and may lead to pile-up prob
lems. The amount ol light may not be sufficient. Production of
the fibers needs development, at does the readout system. Much
more research and development it needed before a proposal for
such a system could be taken seriously.

(5) Monte Carlo Simulations — Detailed simulation of pat
tern recognition and tracking are needed to determine whether
tracking is really possible in the multiple interaction environ
ment expected at the SSC at a luminosity of id" c m ' s e c ' .
1

1

Research and development is needed on these detector ideas
beginning now, before the actual detectors are designed and pro
posed, if experiments arc to be ready tc run at the SSC in ten
years. Funds should be made available for SSC detector R & D
projects. Finding the people to carry out the R tc D may also
be a problem since so many of the best physicists are already
committed to large projects. The SSC promises to be a real
challenge for innovative new detectors.
7
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